OUR MISSION

Rooted in Catholic values, Jennings nurtures and celebrates individuals as they age, through exceptional choices and continuous innovation.

In fulfilling our mission we commit ourselves to these values:

- Respect
- Compassion
- Community
- Discovery of Potential
- Celebration of Life
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Dear Friends,

It was an emotional year. As a community, an organization, a country, a world... with you we lived through the fear of the unknown, desperation of isolation and the heartbreak of loss. Yet, there was a light and a perseverance that echoed that of our founders, the Sisters of the Holy Spirit. Courageous caring in the face of the unknown. Innovative practices to keep people connected and days fulfilled. Small acts of great love that lifted us when it mattered most.

Strangers delivered cards and art. Friends and families coordinated parades, signs of encouragement and window visits. Crafters sewed and delivered handmade face coverings. Local businesses donated meals, flowers, hand sanitizer and supplies. With every note, smile, dollar, mask, gift and act of kindness, we felt fortified by your generosity and nourished by your compassion for our Jennings community and all those who work at and are served by Jennings.

In the heart of an unsteady year, we built on our strong foundation to prepare the future. As the Sisters of the Holy Spirit brought their order to a close, Jennings secured our commitment to remain a Catholic organization for generations to come. Our commitment is not anchored in the people we serve, but rather the faith and values in which we work, make decisions and provide care. Our Catholic “business” thrives with time-honored teachings about the sanctity of human life and the dignity of the human person, as well as our pastoral, spiritual, and social responsibilities in both the Jennings and the larger community.

As our world eases its way back to a new sense of normal, we will once again fill our lives with gatherings and grand gestures. Let us never forget how the power of the small acts - a smile, a hug, a prayer - can deliver great love.

With gratitude,

[Signature]

Allison O'Salgeck
2020 SERVICE

Jennings served more than 1,400 individuals through its residences and community-based services.

Residence and Service Capacity

- Apartments (units) = 210
- Holy Spirit Villas (units) = 10
- Assisted living, Garfield Heights (suites) = 54
- Assisted living, Jennings at Brecksville (suites) = 74
- Short-term rehabilitation (suites) = 27
- Long-term care (suites) = 147
- Adult day services (participants) = 50
- The Learning Circle child care (participants) = 89
- Notre Dame Village Apartments = 81
- Notre Dame Village Cottages = 24
- Notre Dame Village Assisted Living = 36

Individuals supported by services

- Jennings Home Care = 20
- Jennings Hospice = 92
- Jennings Adult Day Services = 80
- The Learning Circle at Jennings = 92

FISCAL RESULTS 2020

REVENUES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Medicare</td>
<td>$2,772,481.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicaid</td>
<td>$7,357,861.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private pay &amp; Other</td>
<td>$16,542,158.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contributions, Fundraising &amp; Misc*</td>
<td>$2,573,207.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other income, including interest**</td>
<td>$4,609,287.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**TOTAL</td>
<td>$33,854,996.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*includes $1.6M gift of property from Sisters of the Holy Spirit
**includes pandemic stimulus

EXPENSES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Staff (including benefits)</td>
<td>$16,632,132.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional fees &amp; Services</td>
<td>$2,714,955.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depreciation</td>
<td>$2,187,566.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest</td>
<td>$1,073,766.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplies &amp; Other</td>
<td>$7,849,319.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**TOTAL</td>
<td>$30,457,738.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results exclude revenue and expenses from Jennings Manor, St. Rita Apartments, and Library Court Apartments.
2020 COMMUNITY BENEFIT

Since 1942, Jennings has been called to provide choices in residences and services with the dignity each person deserves. We are blessed by the vision of our namesake, Monsignor Gilbert P. Jennings, and the strong roots of our founders, the Sisters of the Holy Spirit. Jennings fulfills our mission by serving with compassion at our four locations and in the community as well as seeking opportunities at local, state and national levels to continue learning and sharing to benefit each individual who works, lives, volunteers or receives care at Jennings.

VOLUNTEER STATISTICS

For decades, volunteers have blessed us with their time and compassion to enrich life at Jennings. Whether bringing new life to gardens in the spring or spending time with residents and everything in between, they truly make a difference at Jennings. In 2020, Jennings was obliged to dramatically limit volunteer opportunities due to pandemic restrictions. Yet, even during the limited time we could welcome volunteers, we felt their love and impact:

- 236 volunteers
  - Individuals: 71 adults from the community, 22 students/interns and 49 residents
  - Groups: 94 individuals who volunteered as part of a group
- 6,204 volunteer hours (equivalent to approximately 3 full-time staff members)

UNREIMBURSED CARE

Through a continuum of care, Jennings is able to provide quality care with dignity not only for individuals with financial ability but also those whose limited means would otherwise provide them with fewer choices. Jennings’ rate-restricted services and unreimbursed charitable care substantially impacts Northeast Ohio families:

Total cost of unreimbursed care at Jennings in 2020 = $3,851,172
- Unreimbursed long-term care = $3,771,088
- Unreimbursed assisted living = $80,083

Rate-restricted services

- Affordable Housing: Jennings offers more than 200 apartments in two locations that provide residences for individuals with low to moderate income so they can continue to live successfully with independence and with services.
- Community-based Support: Jennings’ adult day services and child care are a critical support for family members and caregivers in the community. They know their loved ones receive quality care while they attend to personal and work responsibilities. These services are partially funded by community programs and often do not cover the total cost of the care provided.
EDUCATION AND ADVOCACY

• Participated in professional education panels.
• Advocated actively at local, state and national levels for older adults to positively affect changes in services, workforce development and safety, pandemic safety for older adults and their caregivers and choices in successful aging.
• Hosted legislators and administrators for educational visits at Jennings as well as virtual meetings to advocate on behalf of the needs of older Ohioans.
• Served as preceptor for administrator-in-training (AIT) through Ohio’s Board of Executive Long-term Services and Supports pursuing a career in long-term care administration.
• Engaged students with opportunities to earn service hours.
• Hosted local students through internship programs, job shadowing, practicum and mentorship opportunities.
• Hosted a clinical setting for undergraduate training, mentored students and provided internships in nursing and other disciplines (accounting, dietitian, physical therapy, social work, IT, dining services).

CONVENING AND COLLABORATING

• Partnered with area educational institutions to solve health care workforce challenges.
• Participated in membership and best practice sharing at the local, state and national levels: Eldercare Committee of Catholic Health Association (CHA) and CHA Mission Leader Group, LeadingAge Ohio, Ohio Aging Services Network (OASN), chambers of commerce, LeadingAge, Northeast Ohio Association of Activity Professionals, local aging network groups and community education groups.

Editor’s Note: Some activities took place prior to pandemic restrictions.
INNOVATION

- Collaborated with other health care professionals for pandemic strategies, integrated health care delivery and workforce development.
- Created virtual speaker series for educational opportunities to staff, residents and the community.
- Engaged residents to the larger community with virtual programs, fitness classes and lifelong learning opportunities using technology in group settings as well as individual suites.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

- Hosted daily Catholic Mass and Rosary as well as Bible study, spiritual dialogues and religious events.
- Created face coverings for purchase and in support of area leaders.
- Welcomed community members for spiritual programs through the James D. and Joan M. Clark Fund for Resident Spiritual Support.
- Hosted intergenerational programs for area students in grades K-12 (including Brecksville Schools, St. Michael School, Garfield Heights City Schools, Trinity High School, Maple Heights City Schools, Chardon Schools, Notre Dame Schools, Notre Dame Cathedral Latin High School).
- Provided community health education with free virtual programs and speakers, including videos to support people living with memory challenges and their caregivers during the pandemic.
The generous hearts and hands of donors have been instrumental in fortifying the Jennings mission as we continue the vision of our namesake, Monsignor Gilbert P. Jennings, and the work of our founders, the Sisters of the Holy Spirit. Thanks in part to their support, we have positively impacted thousands of lives throughout Northeast Ohio with compassion, innovation and quality.

We make every effort to ensure the accuracy of our donor lists. We deeply apologize for any errors or omissions and invite you to contact the Development Department at (216) 581-2902, ext. 2327 with any corrections.

Thank you!

2020 Benefactors

HOLY SPIRIT HERITAGE SOCIETY MEMBERS

The Holy Spirit Heritage Society at Jennings is a simple, yet lasting way to support Jennings’ mission for years to come. Just as the campus began with Monsignor Jennings’ estate gift, planned or deferred gifts can help individuals achieve financial goals, minimize taxes and probate expenses, and create a personal legacy at Jennings. The Holy Spirit Heritage Society is a comprehensive planned giving program beneficial to both the donor and Jennings.
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NAMED ENDOWMENT FUNDS
The Endowment Fund helps to ensure the ongoing viability of Jennings and our commitment to care and services. Creating a named endowment fund of $10,000 or more provides recognition for a donor’s significant and lasting contribution into perpetuity. After an endowment gift is contributed or a named endowment fund has been established, the donor may continue to make subsequent gifts and encourage others to contribute at any level.

Gertrude Borowski Physical Fitness Fund
The Bette and Thomas Calevich Resident Life Enrichment Fund
Thomas J. and Jane E. Campbell Fund
James D. and Joan M. Clark Fund for Resident Spiritual Support
Monsignor Thomas Corrigan Resident Activity Fund
Dorothy Ebner Staff Education Fund
Rudy L. Eliason Staff Recognition Fund
The Goudreau Family Fund for the Retired Religious
Paul and Muriel Greve Memorial Fund
The Fr. Walter Jenne Endowment Fund
Henry P. and Kathryn A. Kurdziel Fund for the Adult Day Center
The Harry and Carol Kutik Memorial Fund
J. Robert and Ann Snider McCabe Fund
Mildred McIntyre Volunteer Recognition Fund
Chuck and Margaret Morelli Memory Care Fund
The Margaret and Murlan J. Murphy Memorial Fund
Mary Ellen Mysliwiec Resident Cooking Fund
F.J. O’Neill Charitable Corporation Fund
Josephine and Alice V. Perney Fund
Libera M. Pilla Fund
Fred Schuckert Alzheimer’s Fund
Sister Mary Philomena Excellence in Dining Services Fund
Stella Smiechewicz Safe Movement Fund
Thomas F. and Charlotte B. Twaro Endowment Fund for Care Taking of Religious Garden Statuary
Norman and Vivian Vopat Fund for the Support of Quality Skilled Nursing Care
Frances Weitzel Memorial Fund

FRIENDS & SUPPORTERS
We graciously recognize our generous donors who have made monetary contributions or who have pledged their support to Jennings from January 1, 2020 through December 31, 2020. The Development Office can be reached at (216) 581-2902, ext. 2327 with any questions.
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FEC Mobile Eye Clinic
The Fedeli Family
Nancy Fierle
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony C. Foos
Geauga Mechanical
Gorman-Lavelle Corporation
Linda F. Grau
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Joseph and Sheryl Greve
Lynn and Dan Hagen
Home Instead Senior Care
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HEALTHCARE HEROES:
In 2020, Jennings employed 409 staff members, for 328 full time equivalent positions. We recognized several staff with annual awards for their commitment and compassion for those we serve.

Lisa Dingess
Sister Margaret Mary Excellence in Nursing or Life Enrichment Award

Lucy Dunikowski
Sister Philomena Excellence in Dining Services Award

Lisa Becker
Rudy L. Eliason Award
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Agnes Stewart  
TridentCare  
Frank and Anne Wade  
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Linda Weir  
Charles Wohlgemuth  
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Richard Zak  
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($250 to $499)  
Mary and Kevin Anthony  
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Tammy Arastaris  
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Mr. and Mrs. Donald H. Cotter  
Cox, Koltak & Gibson, LLP  
Michael E. Cullen  
Dave and Kathy DiBiasio  
Kathy and Patrick Dowd  
Susan Draus and Burt McCorkle  
Shirley and Art Duffy  
Pat and Walt Ellert  
Diane Farinacci  
Deacon Dan and Joanne Galla  
Thomas and Renee Geniusz

Rita Glow  
Golubski Deliberato Funeral Home  
Mary T. Gorman  
Marlene T. Graham  
Nancy Gray  
Gary Green  
Shirley Gregg  
Rosemary A. Greve  
Mary Beth Guzzo  
Katie Hamann  
Keith and Kathleen Hoover  
Paul Horvath  
IBM Employee Services Center  
Alan and Mary Lou Kalish  
Karr & Sherman Co., LPA  
Lawrence and Patricia Kazimour  
Paul and Vickie Kellermann  
Donna Marie Koler  
Kathy and John Kulbago  
Mary Jo Piunno Lackamp  
Donald and Pierrette Lock  
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Magas  
Sandra Mastrodonato  
Keith and Mary Miles  
Michael and Barbara Mills  
Michael and Michele Mullee  
Sharon Nichols Family  
John and Pat Owens  
Michael and Danielle Paluscsak  
Jerry Pantaleano  
PepsiCo Foundation  
Linda and Mike Pizzino  
The Progressive Insurance Foundation  
Clifford and Joan Prusinski  
Rochelle Roth  
Karen Rymut  
Mary J. Rypinski  
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Sabo  
Kathy and Dario Sanchez  
John and Mary Sarrouh  
Joe, Sandra, Joe and Taylor Schuerger  
Gary Sislak and Cathy Demko  
Bob and Sue Slowey  
Denise Smudla  
Kenneth and Patricia Stephan  
Emily and Jonathan Taylor  
Julie Wagner  
Joe Walton  
Jennifer Weaver  
Tom and Trudy Wrabel  
Michael and Nan Zupancic

Mite Box Club  
(Up to $249)  
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Jacquelyn Albers  
Kurt and Barb Albrecht  
The Alexander Family  
Cathy and Mike Alexander  
Jim and Gina Allega  
AmazonSmile Foundation  
Bishop Martin Amos  
Marnee and Brendan Anderson  
Dale and Sharel Andrews

Visit www.jenningsohio.org/staff-awards to learn more about these exemplary staff members.
Fredric and Diane Buckingham
Buick and GMC Friends
Fr. Robert Burge
Susan and Bruce Buzzard
David S. Byers
Joanne Calamia
Mary Jane Picone Camarato
Anne Cameratta
Peter and LaVerne Cappelli
Angela G. Carlin
Cheryl and Richard Carlisle
Deborah and Rell Carver
Mrs. Bernadette Cermak
Richard and Maureen Cerny
Laura Chamberlin
Michael Chambers
Teresa Chessar and Pam Murray
Bill and Linda Chylik
Jim and Mary Clements
John and Bette Cochran
Elizabeth E. Colatruglio
Robert Cole
Roseann Comella
The Coneglos
John and Virginia Connelly
Kevin and Martha Considine
Colleen Conway Cooney
Rosemary Cornell
Kay Countess
Dr. and Mrs. Dale H. Cowan
Jim and Pat Cuglewsiki
Claudia Culling
Esther Cunzolo
Terrance and Laura Cybulski
Cynthia L. Czar
Diane D’Amico
Beverly Danis
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Dautovic
Karen Daverio
Barbara de Boisblanc
Ray DeAnna
Joe and Sue DeFife
Bob and Lori DeJohn
Paul and Eileen DeMattia
Mark Dembinski
Mrs. Robin Dever
Dewey and Barbara DeWitt
Alice M. Deyling
Jacqueline E. DiCarro
Casimir DiFrancesco
Cathy and Leigh Digel
Kathryn and Ralph Dise
Chris and Chuck DiStaulo
Mark and Pam Dobbins

Minute Clinic Team at Frances Payne
Bolton School of Nursing
Ron and Vera Dombick
Michael and Maggie Domski
Darryl and Jeannette Donnelly
William Dougherty
Thomas and Joan Dowd†
Robert Drellich
Rosemary Driessen
Maureen Duffy
Sharlyne and Michael Duffy
Sue Duffy
Janet Dula
Walter Duvall and David Gregory
James Arthur Ebert
Lisa Eisdorfer
Barbara Ann Ellis
Embalmers Association of Cleveland
Empaco Equipment Corporation
Mrs. Joan Engelmann
Alyce Ernes
Dorothy and Vincent Falcone
Mr. and Mrs. Dominic Fallon
The Fantozzi Family
Richard and Mary Farone
Patricia Fashinpaux
Linda Fauble
Mary Fazekas
Barb Fenda
Edward and Rebecca Feran
Clara Ferrara
James Filsinger
Marieanne Fink
Cynthia J. Fiorello
Jay A. Firzlaff
Mary K. Flanagan
Sheila and Brian Flannery
Beverly Flowers
Eileen Foreman
Miles Free III
B. Gadosik
Renee and Gary Gall
Donna and William Gallitz
Mrs. Lois Ganley
William and Mary Garbe
Ann Garbler and Mark Kamps
Richard and Robin Garcia
Garick, LLC
The GE Foundation
Thomas and Deborah Gentile
Mr. and Mrs. Patrick George
George A. Geogesone
James M. Gerbec
Gerontological Advanced Practice Nurses Association
Deborah Gesing
Karen Ann Giamo-Kirk
Tom and Marilyn Gittinger
Monica Glad
Nick W. Goddard
George and Cindy Gogol
Murray A. Goldstone
Raymond Golembczyk
LeRoy Golembiewski
Cindy Goliat
Arthur E. Gowran
Cynthia Graham
Dale P. Graham
Great Nonprofits
Joe and Karen Greulich
Katherine Griffin
Randy and LaVerne Griffiths
Marty Grove and Tom Knox
The Guggenbiller Family
Joe and Marilyn Gullo
Tom and Virginia Gurgol
Jeanine Gury
Donna M. Gutermuth
Carol J. Guth
Mildred Habusta
Dawn Hagler
Kathryn Haidet
Rick and Terri Hall
Betty Hamilton
Dr. and Mrs. James Harris
Chuck and Sandy Hauser
Bob and Shelley Heck
Linda Henderson
David and Darlene Hess
Pauline Hill
Janice and Jim Hitsman
Linda A. Hitter
Ralph K. Hocevar
James and Kathleen Hogg
Carole and Richard Holt
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Honacki
Janice Hornack
Elizabeth Horvath
Michelle Houston
Linda Hronek
Hubbell Machine Tooling, Inc.
Ed and Alberta Jackson
Michael Jankowski
Susan and Richard Jarden
Carol Jarzyn
Kelly Jasko
Jeffrey and Autumn Jeney
Mary La Rosa Jeter and Robert Jeter
Abraham and Misty Johnson
Paul and Mary Johnson
The Joint Commission
Carolyn R. Joyner
Mark and Debra Kadlec
Patricia Kall
John S. Kaminski
Children of Jean Kaminsky
Robert and Mary Ann Kane
Steve J. Kaselak
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Kazubski
Theresa Keefe
Kehoe Brothers Printing
John and Joyce Kelleher
Beth Kelly
Daniel P. Kelly
Mary E. Kenny
Kent State University
Drew and Kathy Keough
Matthew and Krissy Kerns
Charles Keshock
Dawn and Joe Keske
KeyBank Foundation
Paula B. Khanna
Ms. Laurel A. Kieffer
Dorothy Kingsmill
Mr. and Mrs. James Kipfstuhl
Frank and Patty Kirchner
Sandra and Andrew Kisilewicz
Bill Klonaris
Joe and Merry Knab
Mark and Susan Knapik
Jane and Kevin Knapp
Cameron Koch
David and Debbie Kohlmayer
Angie M. Kollar
Ron and Mary Ann Koncal
James Konya, Sr.
Marilyn Kornowski
Laura Kovalcik
Barbara Kozel
Marylee and Dave Kozlowski
John and Mary Kral
Roberta M. Krause
Dave Krejci
James and Cindy Krolikowski
Timothy and Elizabeth Krolikowski
The Kroviak Family
Ginny Kubiak
Pat Kuczmarzki
James and Carol Kulevich
Mary Ann Kunkel
Lois Kurkul
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald and Joyce Labuda and Family
Rosemary Labuda
Richard Lamberski
Patty Lapinski
Mr. and Mrs. James and Barbara Laski
Joseph and Shannon Latek
Jean and Dennis LeHotan
Donald and Susan Lekan
Paul and Karen Lekan
Larrie and Marie Lenarduzzi
Loria Lenarduzzi
Karen and Jeff Leovic
Dorothy M. Letts
Richard and Madeleine Levitz
Magdalene Cifani Levstek
Mary Leyde
Gary and Theresa Ljubi
Lobster Brothers Co.
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Locicero
Jeffrey Loerch
Renne and Frank Loncar
Tom and Eileen Longo
Jay and Pat Longworth

AWARDS & RECOGNITION:
RESIDENT CARE
Jennings at Notre Dame Village
care partner Dynette Kofol was
honored as a 2020 Geauga
County Senior Care All Star.
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Ronald and Laura Loomis  
Arthur and Nanci Losito  
Vivian Louis  
Griffin Lowry  
Pete and Suzanne Loyd  
Dr. Jennifer Luboski and  
Dr. Paul Kwon  
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Lucas  
Sister Dorothy Luli, SND  
Linda Lutz  
Denis and Annette Lynch  
Kathleen Lynch  
Kelly MacDonald  
Felicia Ann Madden  
Jerry and Carol Madden  
Anne Marie and Thomas Madej  
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph J. Mahovic  
Mary Kay and Paul Makar  
Roger and Carolyn Mallik  
Dr. Michael Mallin  
Caroline and Tim Malloy  
John F. Malloy  
Peter R. Mamone  
Barb and John Mantini  
Paul and Mary Manuszak  
Nancy Markovich  
James and Mary Ann Martello  
George S. Matejka, Ph.D.  
Mary and David Matusz  
Richard and Anne Mayer  
Russ Mazzola  
Mr. John McArdle  
Daniel McCroskey  
John McInty  
Kim McGowan  
Elaine McNamara  
Mary Jo and James McNulty  
Nancy Meade  
Terry Meehan  
Steven and Pamela Mennen  
Grace and Tony Merecicky  
Virginia Mewhinney  
James Michaels  
Mark and Anne Michaels  
Rosemary E. Michaels  
Betsy Michnicki  
Eugene and Helen Mikel  
Elsie B. Milano  
Donna Miller  
Jeffrey and Cynthia Miller  
Noah and Stephanie Miller  
Deacon Rick and Sandy Minch  
Frank and Darlene Mis  
Julie Mizerek  
Mark M. Mlinar  
Paul and Elaine Moeller  
Paul and Marian Molnar  
Patricia Montague  
Betty Jo Mooney  
Mark and Maureen Mroczynski  
Irene H. Mroz  
Patricia Mucciarone  
Bruce Munn  
Mr. and Mrs. David W. Muska  
Shirley Mutryn  
Karen and Joseph Myers  
Constance Nadolski  
Dr. Jack D. Neal and  
Dr. Kathleen T. Neal  
Lesia Neff  
James F. Negrelli  
Gary and Phyllis Nelson  
Karen Nelson  
Phyllis Nelson  
Nancy Newman  
Donna Newton  
Thomas and Donna Nimberger  
Dominic and Sherri Nola  
Mildred M. Novak  
William E. O’Brien  
Loretta O’Callaghan  
Eileen O’Connor and Ralph Day  
Donna M. O’Donnell  
Albert Oberst  
Mary Oldja  
Karsten Olofsson and Jon Goldman  
Cindy and Bennie Orris  
Diane Otto  
The children of Estelle and  
Edward Ozog  
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Papalardo  
Ken Papesh  
Mary Papp  
Frank and Donna Parobeck  
Dave and Colleen Paszko  
Patricia Patena  
Patricia A. Patrick  
Mary G. Pattison  
Janet Patton  
Jake and Ashley Pease  
Diane Pellerite  
Bernard Peoples  
Robert and Carol Perhach  
Kim and Paul Pesses  
Genevieve A. Peterson  
Ann Louise Pfundstein  
Gary J. Philipps  
Thomas and Joanne Pietrocin  
Michael and Brenda Pillar  
Virginia T. Pirrotta  
Thomas and Linda Piscitello  
Charles and Mary Piskura  
James Piskura  
Michael Piskura and  
Rebecca Bidinotto  
Ron and Pam Pittinger  
Tom and Nena Pittinger  
Plumbers 55 Federal Credit Union  
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Pohto  
Allan and Nancy Poklar  
Michael A. Polomsky  
Anne Poorman  
Dwight and Susan Portman  
Allison Potter  
Mary E. Pouget  
Robert and Mary Ellen Poussart  
Jo Poveroni  
Preformed Line Products Co.  
Bill and Theresa Prendergast  
Carolyn Prince  
Regina Prosser  
Ken and Maryanne Prybor  
Lois Puky  
Carol Putre  
George and Connie Radous  
Colleen Rady  
William and Sheila Rady  
Rainbow Babies & Children’s  
Foundation  
Ben Randall  
Julie and Peter Raskind  
Lelaine Rathey  
Shannon Rauch  
The Redingers  
Janis Redinger  
Ruth E. Reed  
Charles Renz  
Mr. and Mrs. William T. Renz  
Thomas and Kathleen Repko  
Thomas and Cheryl Ressetar  
Shirley and Marty Reynolds  
Mattie B. Rice  
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Richards  
Jim Riemschneider  
Katherine Ritsema  
Wendy Ritter  
Patricia W. Roberts  
Mary Beth Rodal  
Joni Roecker  
James Rogerson  
Dale and Linda Roginski  
Lauren Rolfe
Margaret Ann Rooks
Rachele Rosa
Virginia R. Roth
Cynthia L. Rozzo
Mary Ann Hartman Ryan
Thomas and Denise Rybicki
Dave and Cindy Saunders
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Schiavoni
Herbert Schilling
Bill and Lillian Schiltz
Rev. Daniel F. Schlegel
Ken and Sandra Schlosser
Ann Schmidlin
Audrey Schmidt
John J. Schmitt
George Schram
Patricia Schreiber
Gina Schremser
William Schultis
Anne Schumacher
Eric and Amy Schumacher
Gretchen Schumacher
Rosemarie Hoprich Schwartz
Sheila Scott
Wayne Scott
Jeannine Sedlacek
Marty and Pat Seekely
Mary Ann Semall
Larry and Terri Seneski
Genevieve Shantery
Mr. and Mrs. Michael E. Shaw
Mr. and Mrs. William Shelby
Ms. Mary Lou Sheplavy
Chris and Steve Shon
Nancy A. Shula
John and Mary Beth Simon
Kristi M. Sink
Tom and Pam Skernivitz
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Tina Slunski
Dottie Smercina
Elizabeth M. Smercina
Helen Smith
Kathy Smith
Paul and Karla Smith
Victoria Solomon
Kay Soltysiak
John and Mary Lee Sonderman
Frank Soos and Elaine Polomsky Soos
Mr. and Mrs. George S. Soos
Teresa Soos
Dave and Teresa Speck
Gwen Spicuzza
Leonard A. Spremulli
Kent Starrett
Tim and Amy Stech
Dr. and Mrs. John B. Stengle
James and Patricia Stevenson
Bill and Joann Stevic
Michael and Karen Stewart
Frank and Patricia Stinziano
Gerald Strohm
Marie Strohm
Gary and Toni Strunak
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Suit
Sister Valerie Sweeney, SND
Dennis and Elizabeth Synecky
Dolores D. Szczepanik
Gary Szelagowski
Mary Ann Szeredy
Bernard and Veronica Tabaj
Tom and Carole Tamulewicz
Cheryl A. Taras
Ken and Dana Tench
Carol Thielman
Nancy Thompson
Marlene and Roger Thresher
Danielle Tillman
Nancy Tinsley
Jim and Gerry Tisch
Eileen and Ray Tisler
Naomi J. Tokar
Jean S. Toombs
William and Joan Tosko
Transitional Design
Judy and Will Trem
Marilyn Tufillaro
Mary Tyner
Jack Ulman
Ulmer & Berne LLP
Thomas and Sue Urban
Joyce Vales
Renee and Bill VanderWyden
The Velvet Chainsaw Team
Gregory and Mary Verbick
George and Marianne Vesprani
Jennifer Villa
Mr. Todd J. Vogler
Christopher and Christine Vogt
Pamela W. Waitinas
Linda J. Waligorski
Gerald and Nancy Walsh
Ted Walsh
Mrs. Lois E. Walters
Marlene Waltman
D. Michael Walton
John and Kathleen Warren
Elizabeth Watson
Karen C. Weaver
Elizabeth Weimer
Beth Weiner
Lawrence and Laurine Weir
Bill and Dawn Welch
Thomas and Dolores Welch
Mr. and Mrs. John D. Wenger
Kim Whalen
David and Kathleen Wheeler
Robert White
Rick and Ann Whitney
Gloria Wick
Karen Wilken
Gayle Williams
Katherine Williams
The Wilsons
The Winds Association
Eileen F. Winters and Roger Chiocchi
Elizabeth J. Wirstrom
Susan and Randall Wischhusen
Ray Wood
Dale Works
Michelle Wynne
Beth Yates
Walt and Wilda Younkin
Charles Yungvirt
Robert J. Zab and Juliana Emanuel-Zab
Helen Zabas
Dan and Shirley Zabiegala
John Zaccardelli
Louise Zaccardelli
Richard and Karen Zappala
Ed and Juanita Zaremba
Richard and Gail Zaremba
Ken Zgrabik
Becky Ziegler
Louis and Jean Zigmund
Thomas and Jana Zmolynski
Mr. and Mrs. George Zolan
Robert and Joanne Zoller
Burt and Sandi Zucker and Family
Joyce Zuranski
Joseph and Shirley Zwilling
Dale Zydowicz
† The symbol of the cross indicates that the member is deceased.
IN-KIND GIFTS

Thank you to our in-kind donors. The goods received from January 1, 2020 through December 31, 2020 were used to support programs at Jennings.

24 Karrot Kitchen
Susan K. Ables
The Alvey Family
Always Best Care
Debbie Bailey
Caitlin Baker
Debra Ball
Sarah Barger
Nancy Biedenbach
Big Hearted Blooms
Gary and Connie Bollin
Brecksville Nutrition
Joan and Ron Brickman
Angela Broadbent
The Burchfield Family
Marge Burke
Father Joseph Cappelletti
The Caruso Family
The Clark Family
CLE Mask Makers
Alysia Cohara
Cynthia Costello
Tony Costello
Countryside Florist
Rosanne Coyne
Creekside Restaurant & Bar
Judy D’Agostino
Beverly Danis
Ray DeAnna
Flo Deighton
Carina Diamond
Edward Dillon
Lauren Donella
Cynthia Douglas
Elaine Eidam
Kathy Evans
Kathleen T. and John Famiglietti
Deb Fath
The Fedeli Family
The Family of Clara Gall
Mr. and Mrs. Patrick George
Richard Gittinger
Dale Godbey
Linda Graham
Greater Cleveland Area Chinese Community
John and Anette Gritti
The Guggenbiller Family
Jeanine Gury
Terri and Rick Hall
Rai Harpaul
Family of Jean Hartmann
Pamela J. Hennings
Janice Hershman
Hickman & Lowder Co., L.P.A.
The Family of Betty Holz
Sharon Hughes
Italian Sons and Daughters of America
Jamestown Coating Technologies
Fr. Walt Jenne
Jennings Board of Directors
The Family of Nilda Jerina
JOANN Fabric and Craft Stores
The Family of Lynn Johnson
Helen Jonozzo
Mr. Mark Kahoot
Karen’s Hallmark Store #17
Daniel Kattler
Susan Kindl
James and Nancy Knuff
Cameron Koch

GIFTS FROM THE HEART

In addition to the generosity of donors, we are grateful for the in-kind donations and community members who enriched the lives of residents and staff in a unique way during the pandemic. We received 162 in-kind donations, and approximately 60% were pandemic related items such as masks, hand sanitizer, flowers and meals.
Judy Kocielek
Bill Kolson
David J. Krus
Ginny Kubik
Lake Catholic High School
Loretta Lampa
The Family of John Lavelle
William J. Lawrence
Kathy Logano
Pamela Mack
Gerda Makuch
The Maltempi Family
Lynn Mancini
Deborah Mason
Sally Mastrodonato
The McCarthy Family
Cindy Mclaughlin
Medical Mutual of Ohio
Lynn Menuez
Thomas Metcalf
The MetroHealth System
Carol Miller
Jayme Misconish
Mt. Sinai Health Care Foundation
New Community Bible Fellowship
Mark and Charlene Niederhelman
Jeffrey and Ann Nock
North Royalton Lions Club
Nothing Bundt Cakes
Kevin O’Brien and Regina Chiarucci
Kevin O’Shea
John Olenik
Opinions Ltd.
Bob Pacanovsky - Black Tie Experience
Marilyn Palacin
Parma Elks Lodge #1938
Fran Piccirillo
Joe and Mary Pichert
Dave Prevoznik
Ken Price
Mrs. Geri Quick
Patricia W. Roberts
Dr. and Mrs. Richard R. Robie
Karen Rohler
Royalton Hills Lions Club
Gina Salzgeber
The Sanson Company
Amy Schneider
Kira Seaton
Jennifer Sensibello
Sewn with Love
Lorelei Shankland
Christine Shuy
Rick Simmons
Margery G. Slatkovsky
The Family of Talina Slavik
Anet Smith
David A. Smith
Jerry Sobiesienski
Dave and Teresa Speck
St. Basil Parish
St. John Lutheran
St. Mary’s Chardon
Stuff Movers
Donna Suerth
Sherri Sullins
Sullivan Orthodontics
Joe Tetlak
The Family of Ardath Trebra
William Turocy*
Urban Vintner
D. Michael Walton
Joe Walton
Wardrobe Therapy
Warm Up America
Natalie Wayne
Martha Weigand
Ted and Diane Zawadski
Zenni Optical
Weiwei Zhao
Mr. and Mrs. George Zolan
2020 Tribute Gifts

Our Tribute Program acknowledges gifts made both in memory and in honor of those who have touched our lives. The listing below reflects tribute gifts made from January 1, 2020 through December 31, 2020. The Development Office can be reached at (216) 581-2902, ext. 2327 with any questions.

Marjie Ackerman†
Kathy Smith

Elizabeth Albrecht†
Kurt and Barb Albrecht
Ginny and Paul Schmitz

Lorice Alvey†
The Alvey Family

Marie Amentini†
Lawrence and Patricia Kazimour

Dorothea Andrews†
Dale and Sharet Andrews

Lorre Andryszczyk
Cathy and Mike Alexander
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Magas

Bridget Basta
Griffin Lowry

Pete Baur†
David and Kathleen Wheeler

Ann Bednarchik†
Beth Bednarchik

Patricia Bednarchik†
Michele Baetzold
Patricia Montague
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Pohto
Helen Zabas

Agnes Belfield†
Mary Christmyer

Anna Benedictis†
Matthew M. Benedictis

Elaine Benedictis†
Matthew M. Benedictis

Martha L. Benek
Mary D. Benek-Higgins

Fred and Sophia Bennett†
Bill and Carol Bennett

Margaret Bennish†
Theresa Keefe
Eileen and Ray Tisler

Jean M. Bercseny†
Richard Lamberski

Betty Berrodin†
Joe and Merry Knab
Mary Tyner

Celia Bican†
Judy and Will Trem

Shirley A. Bingham†
Denise Boice
Karen Rymut
Ms. Mary Lou Sheplevay

Ann and Edward Boczek†
Robert and Anita Huntley

Edward C. Bolden†
Ms. Germaine A. Bolden

Mary Bombeco†
George and Connie Radous

Mary Bonk†
John S. Kaminski
Roberta M. Krause

Marguerite Bonnema†
Vivian Louis

Gertrude Borowski†
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Borowski
Mrs. Barbara Forrester Egan

Margaret Bosela†
Donald Bosela

Mr. and Mrs. Albert Burge†
Fr. Robert Burge

Fr. Bob Burge
Philip and Janice† Boczek

Bette and Tom Calevich†
Dr. Carla Calevich
Debbie and Mike Wilson

Father Joseph Cappelletti
The Fedeli Family

Edward and Roxanne Cappelli†
Peter and LaVerne Cappelli

Josephine Capretta
The Fantozzi Family

Casey Cencer†
Jim and Barbara Laski

Lawrence and Ann Cermak†
Mrs. Bernadette Cermak

Corine and Vincent Chiarucci†
Kathleen and José González
Elizabeth Morgan
Ann and Bob O’Brien
Kevin O’Brien and Regina Chiarucci

Vincent Chiarucci†
Anonymous
Denise Archer
Thomas and Rosanne Aumiller
William E. O’Brien
Cheryl and Richard Carlisle
Thomas and Anita Cook
Cynthia L. Czar
Eileen M. Burkhart & Co., LLC
Lisa Eisdorfer
Fedeli Family Charitable Foundation
Rainbow Babies & Children’s Foundation
James F. Negrelli
Kim and Paul Pesses
Lauren Rolfe
Julie and Peter Raskind
Katherine Ritsema
Ginny and Paul Schmitz
Kent State University
Jennifer Villa
Beth Weiner

Clarence Cieplowski†
Anonymous
Peter X. Blake
Daniel McCroskey
Paul and Eileen DeMattia
Hubbell Machine Tooling, Inc.
Charles and Joann Keshock
Wendy Ritter
Gary Szelagowski

Elizabeth Clark†
Albert and Dawn Hanzlick
Janet Patton

Jim and Joan Clark
Nick W. Goddard
Richard Mackessy
Marge Clements†
Jim and Mary Clements

Mary Cole†
Barbara Kozel

Sheila P. Cooley
Jean S. Toombs

Ralph† and Gaytana Cosiano
Robert and Joanne Zoller

Ralph Cosiano†
Joanne Calamia
Richard and Maureen Cerny
Kevin and Martha Considine
Mary Fazekas
Mark and Maureen Mroczynski
Dale Works
Frank† and Anne Wade

Linda Costello†
Cynthia Costello
Michelle Wynne

Edna Cotter†
Robert Bowen
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Cotter

Dorothy Council†
Shirley Gregg

Helen Crosson†
Keith and Mary Miles

Sophie Cummings†
Bill and Carol Bennett

John Deighton†
Drew and Kathy Keough
Dale and Linda Roginski

Mary F. Dempsey†
David S. Byers

Oliver DiFrancesco†
Casimer DiFrancesco

Dolores Domoraski
Lynn and Dan Hagen

Marian Dougherty†
William Dougherty

Nicholas Drab†
Ruth E. Drab
Ruth E. Reed

John Draus†
Susan Draus and Burt McCorkle

Lillian Drellich
Robert Drellich

Mary Duffy
Maureen Duffy

Jean Duritsky†
Rosemary Cornell
Beverly Flowers
Jeffrey and Autumn Jeney
Elaine McNamara

Mary Dvorsky†
Anonymous
Heather Brooks
Linda and Craig Brooks
Barb and John Martini
Michael and Karen Stewart

Margaret and Arthur Ebert†
James Arthur Ebert

Dorothy Elwell†
Bob and Sue Slowey

Dorothy Eppick†
Joyce Vales

Virginia Erskine†
Nancy Meade

Louise M. Evans
Chuck and Sandy Hauser

Theresa Faber†
Marilyn Tufillaro

Betty Farinacci†
Elizabeth Watson

Mary Fenda†
Barb Fenda

Elizabeth and Robert Feuerstein†
Jean and Dennis LeHotan
Jeffrey and Ann Nock

Josephine S. Fiorelle†
Cynthia J. Fiorelle

Marie and Frank Firzlaff†
Jay A. Firzlaff

Emily Freemal†
Terry Meehan

Jack Gabrenya†
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Daniel Gacka
Linda Lutz

Concetta Galofaro†
Anonymous

Cleofonte Gardini†
Mary Jo Piunno Lackamp

Marie and Nathan Giamo†
Karen Ann Giamo-Kirk

Mr. and Mrs. Irvine Gibson
Matthew M. Benedictis

Steven V. Gittinger
Tom and Marilyn Gittinger

Daniel Glow†
Rita Glow

Emma Gogol†
George and Cindy Gogol

Alice V. Golembczyk†
Raymond Golembczyk

John and Catherine Gorman†
Mary T. Gorman

George and Lenore Goudreau†
Patricia Mucciarone

Michael O. Graham†
Anonymous
Loretta O’Callaghan
Claudia Culling
Rosemary Driessen
Cynthia Graham
Dwight and Susan Portman
Genevieve Shantry
Danielle Tillman
Beth Yates

Andrew Grant†
Ken and Beth Misener

Paul A. Grau†
Linda F. Grau

Adam and Stella Gregg†
Susan M. Gregg

Paul and Muriel Greve†
Joseph and Sheryl Greve
Rosemary A. Greve

Sister Margaret Mary
Grochowski, CSSp
Bill and Carol Bennett
Jason J. Lundy

Michael Grocky
Robert and Joan Bakos

John Groenke†
Gerontological Advanced Practice
Nurses Association
Kathryn and Ralph Dise
Sharlyne and Michael Duffy
Shirley and Art Duffy
Mrs. Joan Engelma
James and Kathleen Hogg

Sue Gurgol†
Tom and Virginia Gurgol

Anne Guzik†
Gerald and Nancy Walsh
Bernadine Hamann
Katie Hamann

Marie A. Hegedus
Marlene and Roger Thresher

Rita and Bill Hitter
Linda A. Hitter

William and Mary Lou Holdash
Patricia Fashinpaur

Helen Holzman
Michael and Danielle Paluscsak

Margaret Hoprich
Rosemarie Hoprich Schwartz

Tony Horak
Paul and Elaine Moeller

Irene Horvath
Elizabeth Horvath

Mary Horvath
Pat and Walt Ellert

Jacque Hoyt
Rev. Daniel F. Schlegel

Peter Hoyt
Jenniffer and Daryl Deckard

Fr. Paul Hritz
Colleen Conway Cooney

Lottie Hunt
Felicia Ann Madden

Carmella A. and Walter L. Hyclak
Randy and LaVerne Griffiths

Agnes Christine Jarden
Boy Scout Troop 380
Bill and Linda Chylik
Kathryn Haidet
Mary La Rosa Jeter and Robert Jeter
Susan and Richard Jarden
The Jarden Family
Sandra and Andrew Kisilewicz
Constance Nadolski
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Papalardo
Michael and Brenda Pillar
Virginia T. Pirrotta
Helen Smith
Paul and Karla Smith
Naomi J. Tokar

Richard Jarden
Donna Bally
Robert Cole
Mary La Rosa Jeter and Robert Jeter
Sandra and Andrew Kisilewicz
Mary Beth Rodal

Kristi M. Sink
Paul and Karla Smith
Gary and Toni Strunak

Victor and Veronica Jarzyn
Carol Jarzyn

Joseph and Helen Jeney
Jeffrey and Autumn Jeney

Jennings at Brecksville Residents
Ginny Kubiak

Jennings at Brecksville Caregivers
Elsie B. Milano

Jennings Pastoral Care Staff
Anonymous

Jennings Caregivers
Mary and Kevin Anthony
David J. Krus
David and Martha Kutik
Bill and Margaret Simon
Agnes Stewart
Sister Valerie Sweeney, SND
Sam and Michele Zingale

Jennings Memory Care Staff
John McGinity

Christine Jobson
Mary Christmyer

Betty Joseph
Abraham and Misty Johnson

George LaRue Joyner
Carolyn R. Joyner

Joann Kadlec
Dale Baich
Monica Glad
Ed and Alberta Jackson
Mark and Debra Kadlec
Rosemary Labuda
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald and Joyce
Labuda and Family
Donna Miller
Ann Louise Pfundstein
Mr. and Mrs. William Shelby
Marlene and Roger Thresher
Thomas and Dolores Welch
Richard and Karen Zappala

The Kaczmarek and Kalish Families
Alan and Mary Lou Kalish

Mildred Kaminski
Janice and Jim Hitsman

Jean Kaminsky
Children of Jean Kaminsky

Dorothy and Wendell Karkoska
Anonymous

Paul and Elizabeth Kaselak
Steve J. Kaselak

Anne Kazimour
Lawrence and Patricia Kazimour

Loughlin J. Kelly
Daniel P. Kelly
The Velvet Chainsaw Team

Mae Kenneally
Frank and Patricia Stinziano

Mary Jane Kennedy
Paula B. Khanna
Nancy Newman
Karstin Olofsson and Jon Goldman
Diane Pellerite
Mary Ann Hartman Ryan
John and Mary Beth Simon
Bill and Lillian Schiltz
Frank and Anne Wade

Paul Kirchner
Frank and Patty Kirchner

Celia Kitson
Beverly Danis

Lucille Knauer
Ellen M. Barrett

Rita Koenig
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Richards

Andrew and Marian Kolenic
Mark and Susan Knapik

Rita Koncal
Ron and Mary Ann Koncal

Helen Konopa
James Konya, Sr.

Jean Koryta
Lawrence and Patricia Kazimour

Jerry and Cathleen Kosmach
Kathy and Patrick Dowd

Judy Kovalik
Fred Kovalik

Jenny Kozlowski
Mary Papp

Florence Krejci
Dave Krejci

Virginia Krolikowski
Admiral Products, Inc.
Teresa Chessar and Pam Murray
Terrance and Laura Cybulski
Dr. and Mrs. James Harris
Marty Grove and Tom Knox
James and Cindy Krolikowski
Timothy and Elizabeth Krolikowski
Karen and Jeff Leovic
Mary and David Matusz
Kim McGowan
Shirley Mutryn
Dominic and Sherri Nola
Dave and Colleen Paszko
Linda and Mike Pizzino
Anne Poorman
Thomas and Cheryl Ressetar
Mary Ann Semall
Dolores D. Szczepanik
Cheryl A. Taras
Gayle Williams
Alice Krus†
Ruth Brant
Jean Kulevich†
James and Carol Kulevich
Kathryn Kurzdziel†
Henry Kurzdziel
John Kurkul†
Lois Kurkul
Martha Kutik
Jodell Bender
Louis Lamboy†
Linda Hronek
Marylyn Latek† and Richard A. Latek, Sr.†
The Alexander Family
Anonymous
Scott Barkley
Amy Bodek
Fredric and Diane Buckingham
Buick and GMC Friends
Edward and Carol Cass
Laura Chamberlin
John and Bette Cochran
Elizabeth E. Colatruglio
The Coneglions
Mark Dembinski
Embalmers Association of Cleveland
Dorothy and Vincent Falcone
Mrs. Lois Ganley
William and Mary Garbe
Gary Green
Katherine Griffin
The Guggenbiller Family
David and Darlene Hess
Carole and Richard Holt
Kelly Jasko
Paul and Mary Johnson
James Konya, Sr.
Laura Kovalcik
Joseph and Shannon Latek
Renne and Frank Loncar
Kelly MacDonald
Julie Mizerek
Gary and Phyllis Nelson
Thomas and Linda Piscitello
Mary E. Pouget
Ken and Maryanne Prybor
The Redingers
Janis Redinger
Charles Renz
Mr. and Mrs. William T. Renz
Thomas and Denise Rybicki
Gina Schremser
Joe, Sandra, Joe and Taylor Schuerger
Dr. and Mrs. John B. Stengle
Christopher and Christine Vogt
Mrs. Lois E. Walters
Kim Whalen
The Wilsons
Ed and Juanita Zaremba
Richard and Gail Zaremba
Burt and Sandi Zucker and Family
Joyce Zuranski
Mary Jane Latimer†
John Bruening and Suellen Rich
Frances Lestock†
Duane and Barbara Bookshar
Dorothy C. Lettus†
Dorothy M. Lettus
Mildred M. Lind†
Sharon Nichols Family
Mrs. Eleanor Lock†
Donald and Pierrette Lock
Donald and Rose Loerch†
Jeffrey Loerch
Walter C. Long†
Anonymous
Patricia Luboski†
Dr. Jennifer Luboski and Dr. Paul Kwon
Ann Madoni†
Mary Jane Picone Camarato
Elise T. Malec†
Audrey Schmidt
Mildred Mallin†
Dr. Michael Mallin
John and Shirley Malloy†
John F. Malloy
Hildegarde Malone†
John and Sheila Bednar
Lillian P. Mamone†
Peter R. Mamone
Agnes Markovich†
Nancy Markovich
Mr. and Mrs. John P. Markowski†
Mr. and Mrs. David W. Muska
John and Ann Matey†
Joe and Sue DeFife
Irene Mazzola†
Russ Mazzola
Evelyn McArdle†
Mr. John McArdle
J. Robert and Ann Snider McCabe†
The McCabe Family
Ellen A. McGrath†
James and Carol McGrath
Laura and Thomas Mather
Mr. and Mrs. Kevin P. McGrath
James J. McGrath†
Linda J. Benjamin
Ron and Vera Dombcik
Jay and Pat Longworth
Albert Oberst
Rosemarie Hoprich Schwartz
Chris and Steve Shon
Marie Strohm
Gerald Strohm
Susan and Randall Wischhusen
James J. McGrath, II†
James and Carol McGrath
James J. McGrath, IV†
Laura and Thomas Mather
James and Carol McGrath
Anne Meehan
William and Sheila Rady
Evelyn Mennen†
Steven and Pamela Mennen
Thomas M. Metcalf
Mr. and Mrs. Patrick George
Rosemary Michaels
Mark and Anne Michaels
The Michalczyk Family
Robin and Karen Bonda

Mrs. C. Michalczyk†
Angie M. Kollar

Sister Mary Loretta Michalczyk, CSSp†
Angie M. Kollar
Mark and Anne Michaels

Dorothy Mikula†
Donna Newton

Joanne Mills†
Mr. Ed and Mrs. Heidi Mills

Mildred Louise Misener†
Ken and Beth Misener

Matthew J. Mlinar, Jr. †
Mark M. Mlinar

Anthony and Marie Moczadlo†
Mrs. Bernadette Cermak

Richard J. Mooney†
Betty Jo Mooney

Charles J. Morelli†
Marnee and Brendan Anderson
John A. Bastulli, M.D.
Lawrence and Catherine Berthold
Bill and Valerie Bisco
Dennis and Deanne Blackburn
Ray and Debbie Blacksmith
Denise Boice
Dave and Kathy DiBiasio
Thomas and Deborah Gentile
Murray A. Goldstone
Marilyn Kornowski
Mary Ann Kunkel
Henry Kurdziel
Pete and Suzanne Loyd
Judith Makan
Noah and Stephanie Miller
Karen Nelson
Dr. Jack D. Neal and
Dr. Kathleen T. Neal
Donna M. O’Donnell
Cindy and Bennie Orris
Karen Rymut
Patricia Schreiber
Alexis Smith
Gwen Spicuzza
James and Patricia Stevenson
Jack Ulman
Ulmer & Berne LLP
Frank† and Anne Wade
Linda J. Waligorski
Eileen F. Winters and Roger Chiocchi
Charles J. Morelli and
Margaret Morelli†
Anne Cameratta
Patricia Gerzeny
Charles J. Morelli
Matt and Jonida Morelli
Mary T. Moscarino†
The Moscarino Family
John and Viola Mummert†
Mrs. Robin Dever
Dawn and Joe Keske
Frank and Darlene Mis
Hattie Mussig†
Anonymous
Rosemary Nagy†
James and Mary Ann Martello
John and Helen Nemec†
Pat Kuczmarski
Mary Agnes Neuman†
Scott and Francesca Sieg
Joseph O’Connor†
Eileen O’Connor and Ralph Day
Rita O’Connor†
Jim and Marge Brewster
Leonard A. Spremulli
Plumbers 55 Federal Credit Union
Norbert Ozimek†
David and Debbie Kohnmayer
Donald and Susan Lekan
Paul and Karen Lekan
Frank and Donna Parobeck
Genevieve A. Peterson
Geri Quick
Michael and Nan Zupancic
Estelle and Edward Ozog†
The children of Estelle and Edward Ozog
Bob and Beverly Pacanovsky
Bob Pacanovsky - Black Tie Experience
Dorothy Pantaleano†
Michael and Danielle Paluscsak
Jerry Pantaleano
Alphonso J. Pascale†
Gail Brown
Michael Chambers
Cox, Koltak & Gibson, LLP
Karr & Sherman Co., LPA
Lelaine Rathey
Anne Schumacher
Eric and Amy Schumacher
Gretchen Schumacher
Jim and Karen Patena
Jay A. Firzlaff
Mary Patrick†
Patricia A. Patrick
Barbara Patterson†
Anonymous
Michael and Maggie Domski
Stephany Perhach†
Louis and Jean Zigmund
Stephen and Margaret Perhach†
Anonymous
Bill and Carol Bennett
Eileen and Andrew Chwalibog
Sandra and Joseph G. Curatolo
Karen Daverio
Joe and Sue DeFife
Maggie and Richard Dempsey
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony DiGeronimo
Evelyn and Mark Duffy
Arthur E. Gowran
Joseph and Shannon Latek
Colleen Lavelle and Bob Miller
James and Vida Lock
Laura and Thomas Mather
Rosemary E. Michaels
Ken and Beth Misener
Hugh and Suzanne Morgan
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Pohto
Scott and Allison Salopeck
Jean and Dan Turcu
Julie Wagner
Debbie and Mike Wilson
Ted and Diane Zawadski
Jennifer Petrovic
Anonymous
Sylvester and Alice Philipps†
Gary J. Philipps
Laverne Pichert†
Alice M. Deyling
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony DiGeronimo
Cindy Goliat
Mary Picone†
Mary Jane Picone Camarato
Patricia Patena
Normandy Pierce
Michelle Houston
Reba Pietrocini†
Thomas and Joanne Pietrocini
Alfred Pisching†
George and Claire Pisching
Yolande Pisching
George and Claire Pisching
Ann M. Piskura†
Kathleen Lynch
Charles and Mary Piskura
James Piskura
Michael Piskura and
Rebecca Bidinotto
Margaret Piskura†
Thomas and Joan Dowd†
Kathleen Lynch
Rita Pittinger†
Tom and Nena Pittinger
Ron and Pam Pittinger
Clifford Podojil†
Empaco Equipment Corporation
Mary E. Polomsky†
Jim and Pat Cuglewski
Anne Marie and Thomas Madej
Jerry and Carol Madden
Paul and Mary Manuszak
Jeffrey and Cynthia Miller
Mary Oldja
Diane Otto
Michael A. Polomsky
Preformed Line Products Co.
Carolyn Prince
Karen Rymut
Elizabeth M. Smercina
Dottie Smercina
Dennis and Elizabeth Synecky
Lawrence and Laurine Weir
Frank Soos and Elaine Polomsky Soos
Teresa Soos
The Winds Association
Gust and Dorothy Poulos
Paul and Elaine Moeller
Minnie Powers†
Mrs. Robin Dever
Frank and Darlene Mis
Beatrice M. Prusinski†
Nancy Gray
Clifford and Joan Prusinski
John and Mary Lee Sonderman
Karen Wilken
Michael P. Puzy†
Lois Puzy
Harry Quick†
Geri Quick
Scott and Allison Salopeck
Bertha Radous†
George and Connie Radous
Ed and Anne Rakauskas†
Anonymous
Frank J. Rauch†
Shannon Rauch
Phillip Reardon†
Mary Kay and Paul Makar
Dorothy Reitz†
Anonymous
Patricia Repas†
Walt and Wilda Younkin
Simon “Skip” Richlovsky†
Anonymous
Cecilia Roxbury
Virginia Bossu
Matthew Ruchalski
Anonymous
Ted Rutkowski†
William and Christine Wrobel
Janice Rypinski
Carol Thielman
Oscar Saks†
Mark and Pam Dobbins
Allison Q. Salopeck
Cynthia Costello
Geri Quick
Marian Saylor†
John and Pat Owens
Rita Schlemmer†
Shirley and Marty Reynolds
Tim and Amy Stech
John F. Schmitt†
John J. Schmitt
Margaret Schram†
George Schram
Harold Scott
Sheila Scott
Edmund A. Shearey†
Nancy A. Shula
Renee and Bill VanderWyden
Frances Shimko†
Mr. and Mrs. John D. Wenger
Irene Siemborski†
David and Kathleen Wheeler
Zeta May Sikole†
Kathy and Dario Sanchez
Julia Silvestro†
Michael Silvestro
Petrina Simpson†
Susan S. Means
Sisters of the Holy Spirit
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Pohto
Lillian Skuta†
Rose Marie and William Bozak
Margery Slatkovskyy
James M. Gerbec
Mary Smigel
Tom and Trudy Wrabel
Veronica Smola†
Barb Fenda
Jane Smolik†
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Suit
Gertrude Solomon†
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Dautovic
Marylee and Dave Kozlowski
Marie Soltis†
Anonymous
Stanley and Stephany Sopinski†
Robert and Carol Perhach
Carole Sroub†
Bill Klonaris
Ursula Strauss†
Marieanne Fink
Helen Sulak†
Anonymous
Genevieve Sulowski†
Roger and Carolyn Mallik
Bertha Suster†
David and Karen Peereboom
Sister Valerie Sweeney, SND
LeRoy Golembiewski
Jennings remembers everyone whose lives have been touched by the pandemic. In our November virtual Memorial Mass, we honored those who died throughout the year. In a special way, we mourn 14 residents who died from coronavirus, and hold their families and their caregivers close in prayer.

† The symbol of the cross indicates that the individual is deceased.
Thank you to our loyal donors who continue to support our ministry. Our lifetime donors are placed into the following categories based on their accumulated giving throughout the years.

Seraphim
($1,000,000 and above)
Mr. and Mrs. George J. and Lenore A. Goudreau, Sr.
Mr. and Mrs. Murlan and Margaret Murphy, Sr.
The Stefanski Family

Cherubim ($750,000 to $999,999)
The Cleveland Foundation

Uriel’s Society ($500,000 to $749,999)
Eva L. and Joseph M. Bruening Foundation
Catholic Charities Corporation
F.J. O’Neill Charitable Corporation

Gabriel’s Society ($250,000 to $499,999)
The Fred A. Lennon Charitable Trust
The McGregor Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond M. Murphy
Saint Luke’s Foundation of Cleveland
The Sanson Company
Third Federal Foundation

Raphael’s Society
($100,000 to $249,999)
Anonymous
Mr. and Mrs. John G. Breen
James D. and Joan M. Clark
Cuyahoga Arts & Culture
Dworken & Bernstein Co., L.P.A.
Jacque and Peter Hoyt
Kathleen M. Huttel†
KeyBank Foundation
Mr. William Koehl†
David and Martha Kutik
The Samuel H. and Maria Miller Foundation
Mt. Sinai Health Care Foundation
Charles J. Morelli, Sr.†
The Morelli Family
John P. Murphy Foundation
Ohio Capital Corporation for Housing

Michael’s Society
($75,000 to $99,999)
Anonymous
Ms. Rose Cacciapaglia†
Federal Emergency Management Agency
Pearl Gasper†
George J. and Kathleen E. Goudreau, Jr.
In Memory of Ann Hrezik†
Bernard R. and Lillian Koehl†
Edward Lamb Foundation, Inc.
J. Robert and Ann Snider McCabe†
Ohio Emergency Management Agency
Quality Bolt and Screw Company
The Reinberger Foundation
Sisters of Charity Foundation of Cleveland

Archangels
($50,000 to $74,999)
Abington Foundation
Anonymous
Carfagna Family Foundation
Rita and Peter Carfagna
Mrs. Esther Cunzolo
Charles A. Fatica, Jr.†
Fifth Third Bank
Forest City Enterprises
Charitable Foundation
The Harry K. and Emma R. Fox Charitable Foundation
Jeanette Honsa
Mr. William Joyce†
The Krill Co., Inc.
The Family of Harry and Carol Kutik†
Edward Lamb†
The Estate of Gloria Mayer†
Hugh and Suzanne Morgan
The David and Inez Myers Foundation
Pauline Nitsche†
O’Neill Brothers Foundation
The William J. and Dorothy K. O’Neill Foundation
Thomas L. and Iphigenia E. Planinc†
Mr. and Mrs. Richard† and Joan Spittler
The Sutowski Foundation
Frank and Anne Wade
John and Jeanette Walton

Guardian Angels
($25,000 to $49,999)
Anonymous
Thomas J. and Jane E. † Campbell
Dr. and Mrs. Theodore J. Castele Foundation
Joseph and Hermine† Cech
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony A. and Joan P. † Cianciolo
Collins Gordon Bostwick Architects
The John Milton Costello Foundation
Sandra and Joseph G. Curatolo
Tony and Susan DiGeronimo
Mr. and Mrs. Robert† Egan
Fedeli Family Charitable Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Randall J. Gordon
The Paul† and Linda F. Grau Family
Robert† and Queenie Healey
Thomas J. and Carol A. Kelley, Sr. †
Wendy and Gene Killeen
Mr. Robert Koehl†
David J. Krus
Henry P. Kurdziel
Albina Laskowski†
Thomas and Laura Mather
Ken and Beth Misener
George† and Barbara Moscarino

† The symbol of the cross indicates that the member is deceased.
Brian and Cynthia Murphy
Patrick and Andrea Powers
Rockport Ready Mix
Scott and Allison Salopeck
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Schubert†
The Sherwin-Williams Company
George† and Mary Kay Vaul
Debbie and Mike Wilson
Timothy Zak
Salvatore and Michele Zingale
James G. Zupka, CPA

Angels
($10,000 to $24,999)
Mrs. Genevieve Ambrose†
Mr. and Mrs. L. Louis† and
Carlene Amoroso
Anonymous
Mary and Kevin Anthony
Mr. James D. Appleyard†
Suzanne Bednarchik
Most Rev. Floyd Lawrence Begin†
James and Patricia Campbell
Dr. Carla Calevich
Chart Industries, Inc.
Sheila P. Cooley
Judy and Darrel Cox
Greg and Julia Cumberbatch
George† and Karen Daverio
Mr. Joseph J. Dolezal†
Dominion Energy
- Charitable Foundation
Donley’s, Inc.
Evelyn and Mark Duffy
Michael and Beth Evans
FirstEnergy Corporation
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony C. Foos
Richard and Robbin Garcia
Mr. and Mrs. Richard F. and
Evelh M. Geisinger†
Daniel† and Rita Glow
Mr. and Mrs. Albert F. Hanzlick
Hausser and Taylor
Mr. and Mrs. John D. and
Pauline M.† Henderson, Sr.
John and Stella Hnanicek†
Rev. Paul J. Hritz†
The Louise H. and David S. Ingalls
Foundation
Fr. Walter Jenne
Walter and Jean Kalberer Foundation
Elizabeth Kazay
Stanley Kempf†
Anne and Steve Kordas
Kevin and Susan Kramer
Dave Krejci
Mrs. Elizabeth Jane Krejci†
Geraldine Krolkowski†
Kulas Foundation
James and Carol Kulevich
Lancaster Pollard
Jeffrey V. and Mary Lanksy
Mary Jane Latimer†
Mr. Anthony E. Lavelle†
Colleen Lavelle
Jim and Vida Lock
Dr. Javier Lopez, M.D.
The Edward A. and Catherine L.
Lozick Foundation
Catherine M. Mannion
The J. Robert† and Ann† Snider
McCabe Family
James and Carol McGrath
Medical Mutual of Ohio
Branden Melich
Charles J. Morelli, Jr.
The Murphy Family Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Charles J. Nock
Jeffrey and Ann Nock
The NRP Group
Ohio Department of Transportation
Paladin Protective Systems, Inc.
Karen and David Peereboom
Precious Blood Parish
Precision Environmental Co.
The Elisabeth Severance Prentiss
Foundation
PS Salon and Spa
Harry T.† and Geri Quick
The Reuter Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Robert J. Rybicki†
Tom and Denise Rybicki
Mr. John Schmader, Jr.
Jacob G. Schmidlapp Trust,
Fifth Third Bank, Trustee
Marion Schuckert
James Serfass
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard and
Mildred Siemborski†
Mr. Stanley H. Smith†
Richard J. Snider
Ottilia Spath† Trust
In Memory of Dr. and
Mrs. F.A. Spittler†
George Topolski
Tucker Ellis LLP
Thomas and Charlotte Twaro†
Carolyn and Bill Urban
Damian and Linda Vopat
Daniel Weir
The Weitzel Family
Patti and Tom Wennerberg
Annette Wietecha
Dr. and Mrs. Robert H. Wright
In Memory of John F. Zakrajsek†
Ted and Diane Zawadski
Rev. Anthony Zepp†
Dr. and Mrs. Daniel Zydowicz

Save the Date
SPIRIT AND SPLENDOR
10.01.2021
A virtual event
Jennings
About Jennings

Since 1942, Jennings has nurtured the body, mind and spirit of adults over 55. Jennings is a vibrant, non-profit organization, rooted in its Catholic foundation and serving people of all faiths through choices for successful aging:

- Adult Day Services
- Alzheimer’s/Memory Care
- Apartments with Services
- Assisted Living
- Child and Infant Care
- Community Programs
- Home Care
- Hospice
- Lifelong Learning
- Long-term Care
- Respite Care
- Short-term Skilled Nursing & Rehabilitation
- Spiritual Services
- Villas and Cottage Homes
- Volunteer Opportunities

Brecksville | Chardon | Garfield Heights | Shaker Heights

Follow our stories. Connect with us.

Facebook: JenningsOhio
Twitter: JenningsOhio
Instagram: JenningsOhio
LinkedIn: JenningsOhio

10204 Granger Road
Garfield Heights, OH 44125
216-581-2900
www.jenningsohio.org
In memoriam: Remembering Sister Patricia Raelene

It is with great sadness that we share with you that our dearest Sister Patricia Raelene, Superior of the Sisters of the Holy Spirit, passed away peacefully on Thursday, April 1, 2021 with family and friends at her side. We mourn the loss of her presence in our lives but have great hope in knowing that she is with the Lord and that her exceptional legacy will live on through each life she blessed.

She was born on December 31, 1950, four minutes after her twin Pamela Rose. Her parents were not expecting twins, and her father fainted when the doctor told him it was not one but two more girls.

Sister was raised in Cleveland and Mentor, Ohio. She graduated from Sacred Heart Academy and worked at the May Company before entering the Little Sisters of the Poor where she professed final vows on September 16, 1984. She credits the Little Sisters with having given her the best possible religious formation. With the Little Sisters she served as a nurse and activities director, bringing much joy to residents and family members alike.

On February 2, 2000, Sister Patricia Raelene transferred to the Sisters of the Holy Spirit in Garfield Heights, Ohio, where she served first as a nurse at Jennings and later as Director of Pastoral Care. In 2006 she was elected Superior of the Community, a role she exercised until her death.

Sister Patricia Raelene loved Christmas and celebrated it year-round. We attribute the blizzard on April 1 to the fact that she loved snow as long as she did not have to be out in it. We celebrated her life with a Mass of Christian burial at St. John Vianney Church on April 9.

Visit www.jenningsohio.org to read more about Sister Patricia Raelene.